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Scaling Across 
Scaling across can happen
through the True Price
Business model by applying
new transport technology in
new ways. For example,
applying VR to "go on
vacation" or "got to a
conference"
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The main application of True Price at Schiphol Airport is to
develop an understanding of the negative and positive
externalities of the services they offer, and incoprorate these
in the price. Schiphol has two main customers, travellers and
airlines. Both customers can be asked to pay a higher price
that includes noise and environmental pollution. This is what
can take Schiphol airport from tier 1 to tier 2.
What makes the True Price have a greater effect, and allow
Schiphol to achieve tier 3 and 4, is that the True Price have
the added effect of spurring innovation and integration of
sustainable transport. For example, it will lower the cost of
more effecient aircraft, and lower the cost for customers who
are flying with cleaner aircraft or taking a more sustainable
travelling option. This will drive the innovation to cleaner or
radically different means of transport such as trains or even
VR. The effect this can have is explained in the analysis to the
right. The main points of "solution from these analysis will be
described below. 

The Solution
Business model CANVAS+ shows how applying True Price
can lead to tier 2 effects but also drive positive effects in
tier 1 and 3. 
The SDG's analysis shows that by applying "True Cost", new
SDG's can be tackeld by Schiphol Airport
By looking into scaling oppurtunities, the effects of True
Price can be extended and new markets and/or products
can be developed. 
Finally, to achieve tier 4, the partnering portfolio is applied,
with a focus on SDGs that can be acheived by partnering
with specific groups. Both research and NGOs are very
crucial partners. 

From the analysis, the following solutions steps follow: 
1.

2.

3.

4.

Concrete solutions - from the analysis, a few examples can be
given: 
- Higher pricing for noise/environmental polluting
aircraft. 
- Stimulating new sustainable aircraft, electric or H2
- New markets, such as VR vacations and conferences

The table below shows how applying "True Price" can lead to both horizontal
and vertical scaling  to the business model for Schiphol Airport. 

Scaling Deep 
Applying true price will
scale up Schiphols BM by
driving the innvoation for
sustainable means of
transport that is delivered
through new technology or
new collaborations. 
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Scaling Up 
The current products
within aviation can be
improved to decrease
negative externalities. For
example, more effecient
planes, and less frequent
flying

Scaling Wide 
By scaling Wide, Schiphol
can apply exsiting
products, to new markets.
For example, substituting
trains for flights, and
thereby investing in a
european high speed rail
netowrk. 

A True Price for Schiphol

Aviation represents a significant part of our world’s climate change affects, it
is estimated that 4.9% of our worlds warming is derived from aviation
emissions(1), and this can increase up to 22%(9). As alternatives to aviation
remain scarce, the pressure on the sector to become sustainable is
increasing(2). As a global business, aviation is difficult to govern through
national policy(4). Airports, as nationally important hubs(3), can be the
connection between national policy and global aviation, and are therefore
increasingly scrutinized by media and government to become more
sustainable and even initiate sustainability within the sector(3). However, their
current business model does not allow them to achieve this(2,4). Many
airports consider themselves as infrastructure hubs that cannot affect
sustainabilibility. However, change is being made, as described within the
case study on Royal Schiphol Group.

Airports, as many other large organisations, often approach
sustianability through an EMS system(4), or apply an
Environmetal Impact assesment to measure their impact(5).
However, these methods do not represent sustainable
business models, but are merely reactive approaches to
sustainability. The True Price Business model(6) takes a more
active, and even pro-active approach to having a sustainable
business model. The True Price business model aims to take
into account social and environmental prices on top of
financial prices within the business model itself. It allows
business to incorporate negative externalities within their
pricing mechanisms in such a way that a sustainable incentive
is created for the rest of the value chain to act sustainably.
The main example of the True Price model, and also where
the popularity of the name has developed, is the True Price
Insitute, which is an institute that advocates for true prices
and has opened up a true price market in Amsterdam (13).
This can be seen in Figure 1 (6,p.6),  in which the steps are
shown that lead to integration of externalities, risk
management, innovation and reputation and finally
Integration.  Literature review shows the "true price" model is
applied in multiple sectors, including food, in the case of
Tony's Choclonely (10) and fair trade (6) as well as in the
clothing industry (11). 

To address the research question and the above problem within aviation,
multiple steps are applied. First, the "True Price" principle is described based
literature research that looks into the theory and previous applications of
"True Price".  Second, we describe the Canvas+ model of Schiphol Airport,
and include a SWOT analysis. Third, based on the Canvas and SWOT models,
the possibilities to achieve a sustainable business model by applying "True
Price" are discussed. This is done by looking into scaling oppurtunities, SDG
allignment and SDG partnering in a partnership portfolio. Lastly, the
solutions that develop from the research question are described.

How can Schiphol create sustainable impact within aviation ? 
Applying “True Price” to aviation.

The Problem

Methods 

RQ: In what way can "True Price"  be applied within the CANVAS + model of airports (such as
Schiphol) to achieve a more positive business model? 

Canvas+ model

SDG 7  

SWOT analysis

True Price Principle

Linked SDG's 
Currently connected to Schiphol (7) Including "True Cost" SDGs (7)

SDG 16  

Affordable and clean energy  

Peace Justice and Strong
insitutions

-Introducing and stimulating
clean energy alternatives
- Improving the technology and
innovation of clean energy in
general  

-Allowing NGO's to contribute
in the pricing of aviation
- Including societal costs into
the way people pay for
transport. 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

of applying the "True Price" principle to Schiphol Airport's Canvas+ model

Scaling 

Innovation

New
 Value

Paradigm Shift in Transport

Negative externalities are
taken into account
Sustainable innovation is
driven

Takes time to assess all
negative externalities
Initally high prices, inequality

Other Airports may take away
business (integration is
required)
Greenwashing through
carbon offsets. 

New value is created, in the
form of sustainable and clean
technology
A paradigm shift can be
made in transport, so trains
or hyperloops may become
the norm. 
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Figure 1 shows the steps in which True Price can lead
to a better business model.

Partnership Portfolio 
The model on partnerships shows how applying "True Price" can lead to new partnerships to achieve a
more sustainable business model for Schiphol Airport. By applying SDG prioritization, it becomes more
clear with what partners Schiphol Airport can connect to acheive positie changes in the different SDGs
they target. Furthermore, the partnership portfolio gives an initial idea of the scope that can be achieved
by going beyond the current business model. 
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